Teachers–Personalize Learning
with Learner Settings
Introduction

This guide discusses learner settings on SuccessNet Plus.

Personalize
Learning

Pearson curriculum on SuccessNet Plus helps you personalize learning
and deliver assessment-based instruction.
Some Pearson curricula offer leveled content. The learner setting
determines which level of content each student is assigned. Learnerleveling activities automatically modify learner settings, but you can
manage learner settings manually as well.
Using Writing Coach as an example, notice the dark blue double-L icon
next to the assessment below. This icon indicates that the activity can
modify learner settings.

Examples of learner-leveling activities will vary by curriculum and
include pre-tests, readiness assessments, topic or unit tests, and
progress-monitoring activities—like this Writing Coach writing
assignment. Just look for the double-L icon.

Manage
Learner
Settings

From your Home page, click Enter Class from the classes’ dashboard,
and then click Learner Settings.

You will see your class roster. The roster automatically updates when
you add new students to your class.
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For most products, the default learner setting is on-level. Click the
down arrow to display the levels used, and then click Save.

Notice that when you change a learner setting, your name appears in
the Modified By column. For the student highlighted below, a learnerleveling activity modified the learner setting. Two dashes indicate that
the learner setting remains unchanged from the default level.

Auto-Update

Check the box in the Allow Auto-update column to allow a student’s
learner level to change automatically based on the student’s score
on a Learner Level updater activity. This saves you valuable time in
personalizing instruction. When the box is unchecked, a student’s
learner level cannot be modified by his or her score on a Learner Level
updater activity.

Review

This guide discussed learner settings on SuccessNet Plus.
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